Evaluating Application of Knowledge and Skills: The Use of Consensus Expert Review to Assess Conference Abstracts of Field Epidemiology Training Participants
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**Background:** Often evaluations of training programs are limited — with many focusing on the aspects that are easy to measure (e.g., reaction of trainees) without addressing the important outcomes of training, such as how trainees applied their new knowledge, skills, and attitudes. Numerous evaluations fail to measure training’s effect on job performance because few effective methods are available to do so. Particularly difficult is the problem of evaluating multisite training programs that vary considerably in structure and implementation from one site to another.

**Intervention:** NA

**Research Design:** We devised a method of a consensus expert review to evaluate the quality of conference abstracts submitted by participants in Field Epidemiology Training Programs – an approach that can provide useful information on how well trainees apply knowledge and skills gained in training, complementing data obtained from other sources and methods. This method is practical, minimally intrusive, and resource-efficient, and it may prove useful for evaluation practice in diverse fields that require training.

**Data Collection and Analysis:** NA

**Findings:** NA
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Introduction

Training programs are often evaluated to demonstrate value to decision makers and other stakeholders and to improve training implementation and outcomes. However, evaluation seldom includes an assessment of how well trainees apply their newly acquired knowledge and skills. To quote Wargnier’s (2012, p. 2) lament, evaluation methods these days are “systematically used to measure the satisfaction of participants, often used to measure knowledge acquisition, rarely used to measure changes in professional behaviors, and almost never used to measure the impact on business performance.”

One reason evaluators fail to measure training’s effect on job performance is that few effective methods or tools are available to do so. Particularly difficult is the problem of evaluating multisite training programs that vary considerably in structure and implementation from one site to another. Multisite evaluations need an efficient method that 1) can evaluate at least one activity common to all training sites; and 2) provides comparable data on how well trainees are likely to apply what they have learned when they return to their usual work. Recently, evaluators of the Field Epidemiology Training Program (FETP) devised a method to address these challenges. The purpose of this manuscript is to describe the use of a consensus expert review to evaluate the quality of conference abstracts submitted by participants in Field Epidemiology Training Programs in 10 countries – an approach that may be a useful addition to methods of evaluating similar training programs, since it produces information on how well trainees apply knowledge and skills gained in training. This method is practical, minimally intrusive, and resource-efficient, and it may prove useful for evaluation practice in diverse fields that require training. We hope that this article contributes to evaluation methodology and interests a broad audience of practitioners and researchers in the fields of evaluation and training.

Multisite Evaluation of Field Epidemiology Training Programs

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) in the United States began assisting other countries to develop epidemiology training programs in 1975 and modeled those training programs on CDC’s Epidemic Intelligence Service (EIS). The purpose is to increase the number and quality of public health workers worldwide. A typical Field Epidemiology Training Program is a 2-year applied epidemiology training-through-service program. By providing trainees not only with classroom instruction, but also with field experience in responding to disease outbreaks, natural disasters, and other public health priorities, FETPs provide public health service while also building a workforce of trained epidemiologists (CDC, 2013; Patel & Phillips, 2009).

An FETP is a competency-based training, with at least 75% of the participants’ (also called fellows or residents) time devoted to applying their new knowledge or skills in the field under the supervision of an expert field epidemiologist. Even while in training, FETP participants build or increase the public health capacity of their host country (CDC, 2006).

Although several FETPs have been evaluated (e.g., Bhatnagar et al., 2012; Patel, 2011) and the importance and value of FETPs are well-documented (Music & Schultz 1990; López & Cáceres, 2008; Schneider et al., 2011; Traicoff et al., 2008), experts do not agree on the best way to evaluate the quality of these programs: the terminology, frameworks, and indicators used for key program areas are inconsistent, and academic literature on options for productive evaluation of these programs is scarce.

Conducted in collaboration between CDC and the Training Programs in Epidemiology and Public Health Interventions Network (TEPHINET), the 2012-13 Multisite Evaluation of Field Epidemiology Training Programs was the first systematic study in more than 10 years that looked in a standardized and structured way at FETP implementation and proximal outcomes across multiple sites (Jones et al., 2014). A diverse group of program stakeholders determined the following purposes of the evaluation: to document key aspects of program design and implementation and to demonstrate accountability for use of resources and results. The evaluation used multiple methods and data sources. For example, original data were collected during the visits to the FETPs, through in-person interviews with FETP trainees and graduates, resident advisors, FETP directors, and other stakeholders and review of local documents. The evaluation combined these original data sources with secondary data sources, including documents on FETPs’ development, planning, and implementation (as part of the written records available at CDC in Atlanta).

To assess the quality of participants’ work, the evaluation team also developed and implemented
a blinded, systematic, consensus expert review of abstracts submitted to the 10th Global TEPHINET Conference (an FETP-specific conference). The FETP evaluators considered that the overall quality of the abstracts produced by an FETP’s trainees was one of the indicators of the overall quality of the FETP training itself. One reason for using the quality of abstracts as an indicator was that the implementation of FETPs varies considerably from one FETP to another. For purposes of the evaluation, we needed at least one common activity across all FETP sites. When planning the evaluation, we learned that all FETPs required trainees to submit an abstract to the Global TEPHINET Conference and that almost all trainees did so.

The utility of our approach was also supported by the fact that writing an abstract to communicate important findings and messages about an applied research study at a scientific conference is an essential competency in field epidemiology. FETPs include training in conducting studies of public health-related events, threats, and challenges to generate an evidence base for informing decisions, policies, and public health actions. Trainees must therefore be effective at both carrying out epidemiologic studies and communicating their process and results. More specifically, quality of abstracts is considered a marker of competency in most of the 10 domains of core competencies relevant to FETPs: epidemiologic methods, biostatistics, public health surveillance, communication, prevention effectiveness, and epidemiology of priority diseases and injuries (CDC, 2006).

Furthermore, the abstract review method allowed us to move beyond merely assessing what trainees had learned (Level 2: Learning in Kirkpatrick & Kirkpatrick, 2010) to assessing changes in their behavior as a result of what they had learned (Level 3: Behavior) (i.e., we could assess how they applied the new knowledge or skills gained by participating in the FETP). Thus evaluating abstracts, in combination with the other methods of evaluation, would contribute to a better understanding of each FETP’s overall training quality.

Using Abstract Quality Review in the Multisite Evaluation

For the multisite evaluation of FETPs, the “quality of abstracts” indicator was operationalized as “scientific rigor and merit of abstracts submitted by fellows or residents to the 2010 Sixth Global TEPHINET Conference (as determined by a panel of experts)” (Jones et al., 2014). The abstract quality was to be measured by consensus scores and ratings given by the panel of experts that reviewed a sample of the conference abstracts.

In collaboration with TEPHINET, the evaluation team selected three subject matter experts and invited them to be on the abstract review panel. The experts’ qualifications included extensive epidemiology experience working in global settings; strong FETP experience; applied and academic research experience; and extensive experience reviewing conference abstracts. Each reviewer was located in a different geographic region and participated in the review via e-mail and telephone.

For this multisite evaluation, the evaluation team selected 10 FETPs that represented a broad spectrum of experience: FETPs from low- and middle-income countries, national and regional programs, long-standing and recently established programs, and programs with university affiliations and programs without such affiliations. For a program to be selected, it needed 1) to have a CDC-supported resident advisor on site and 2) to have graduated at least two cohorts of trainees. The FETPs participating in the evaluation had a wide geographic representation, with three regional and seven national FETPs, situated in Africa, Asia, Central America, and Eastern Europe.

Several factors influenced the decision to select the 2010 TEPHINET conference as a source of abstracts. First, all FETPs participating in the evaluation are part of the TEPHINET’s international network and take part in this biennial conference. The TEPHINET’s scientific conferences are important to FETPs’ host countries and partner organizations: they combine scientific sessions and workshops related to managing public health systems and training programs, and FETP trainees benefit from the experience of presenting their work to an international audience of experts. Second, TEPHINET was an implementing partner for the multisite evaluation and, as a sponsor of the conference, could readily provide access to the conference abstract database. Third, the FETP cohorts participating in the evaluation had submitted their abstracts to this particular conference.

A member of the evaluation team (not a member of the review panel) selected a random sample of abstracts from those that the 10 evaluation sites had submitted to the 2010 Global TEPHINET conference. Total sample size was 49 abstracts (5 abstracts from each of nine FETPs and four from one FETP). To ensure an unbiased process for reviewing all abstracts, authors’ names
and all geographic identifiers were removed from each abstract prior to review, and the abstracts were provided randomly to the reviewers so that abstracts from the same FETP were not clustered.

Consensus among these independent experts was paramount to producing a credible determination of an abstract’s quality. Studies of reviews indicate a serious problem of low levels of reviewer agreement (Cohen & Patel, 2006; Landis & Koch, 1977; Ragone et al., 2011; Rowe et al., 2006). Callaham & Tercier (2007) and Ragone et al. (2011) note that often there is a high degree of randomness in the review processes. In contrast, by using a consensus panel review approach, we sought to reduce the level of subjectivity, randomness, and resulting unreliability in the peer review processes. In contrast to simple averaging of individual reviewers’ scores, consensus panel review requires the panelists to come to agreement, which means that reviewers must compromise to resolve conflicting perceptions of an abstract’s quality.

We define the consensus expert review of abstracts as a structured analytic technique by which scientific abstracts can be rigorously and collaboratively scored and rated by an expert panel via standardized analysis, assessment, and comparison, with the ultimate goal of achieving a consensus rating for the abstracts. On the basis of lessons learned and suggestions found in published studies, our evaluation used the following guidelines for the abstract review process:

- A consensus-based approach.
- Highly experienced, diverse, and independent reviewers.
- Clear objectives and criteria for evaluating each abstract.
- A sensible scoring system with interval scales.
- An assessment focused exclusively on abstracts’ quality.

The reviewers were asked to evaluate each abstract and then produce a summary assessment of the overall quality of the abstracts submitted by each FETP. The reviewers created and pilot-tested a point/scoring system, which was based on previous systems used by CDC’s EIS and by TEPHINET for reviewing conference abstract submissions. The review criteria were as follows:

1. Rationale for conducting the study and the study objectives.
2. Methods: were they appropriate for addressing the study objectives, and did they conform to requirements for conducting a sound scientific study?
3. Results: were they appropriate and valid, and did they address the study objectives?
4. Conclusions: were they related appropriately to the results?
5. Public health significance of the work described.
6. Usefulness of the study and the effect or potential effect of the findings and recommendations.
7. Overall clarity of the abstract.

Each criterion was evaluated on a scale of zero to four, with a maximum score of 28. The reviewers used the seven review criteria to answer three review questions:

1. *Did the authors do the right thing?* That is, did the authors give adequate and relevant reasons for conducting their study? This question is related to the applied component of field epidemiology; it is about the relevance and actual or potential usefulness of the study and its contribution to the field of public health or epidemiology (assessed on the basis of criteria 1, 5, and 6).
2. *Did the authors do it the right way?* That is, did the authors take the right steps to answer their research question? This question is related to the scientific merits of the study and complements the applied component of field epidemiology referred to in Question 1 (assessed on the basis of criteria 2, 3, and 4).
3. *Is the writing clear, and does the text follow a logical sequence?* This question refers to the communication skills of the authors. Clarity and logic are important because it is possible that, even if the authors did the right thing in the right way, they lack the skills to explain the study’s methods and findings effectively to the reader (Criterion 7).

The scores for each of the seven review criteria and for the overall abstract score were categorized into four groups (based on a maximum score of 4 for each of the 7 review criteria). Review criteria scores were categorized as: 0 = poor, 1 = weak, 2 = fair, 3 = good, 4 = very good. Total scores for the overall abstract were categorized as: 0–7 = poor, 8–14 = fair, 15–21 = good, 22–28 = very good. Each reviewer assigned a score to each abstract
and commented on the quality relating to each of the seven criteria, as well as comments on how the abstract could be improved, after which all reviewers discussed their ratings, resolved any disagreements, and came to consensus about the final score for the abstract. To reach consensus on the total score awarded to each abstract, they scanned the total score given for each abstract by the three reviewers to assess the concordance between the scores. A variation of up to 2 points between the scores was accepted to reflect a ‘consensus’ score; where the total score given by a reviewer differed by 3 or more points from any other reviewer, the abstract was reassessed by all reviewers to decide whether the score could be modified to reach consensus.

Subsequently, the mean, median, and distribution of scores and ratings were determined for all abstracts from each FETP. Using this combined information, reviewers assigned each FETP’s overall composite rating on abstract quality as very good, good, fair, or poor. The reviewers documented in an Excel worksheet the original total scores, the revised total (or consensus scores), the final scores for each review area given by each reviewer for each abstract, and each FETP’s overall ratings of abstract quality.

Use of the Review Findings to Inform Program Planning

The expert review determined considerable variation in quality of the conference abstracts within and across the sample of FETPs. Table 1 shows the data on abstract quality by FETP site, providing the range of scores for each FETP’s individual abstracts and a median score for each FETP (FETPs are identified only by letter codes). The overall range of individual scores was 6-24 (out of a possible 28), whereas median scores by FETP ranged 9-20. The table also shows the overall composite ratings of quality of abstracts (very good, good, fair, poor) for each FETP: such ratings for five FETPs (P2, P3, P4, P7, P10) fell in the good or very good range, while the other five programs’ quality of abstracts (P1, P5, P6, P8, P9) was fair or poor.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FETP</th>
<th>RANGE OF SCORES</th>
<th>MEDIAN SCORE</th>
<th>OVERALL RATING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>15-22</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>VERY GOOD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>17-21</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>VERY GOOD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>12-24</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>GOOD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>9-21</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>GOOD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>10-23</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>GOOD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>10-19</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>FAIR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>11-17</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>FAIR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>11-16</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>FAIR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>8-17</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>FAIR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>6-20</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>POOR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Our evaluation also looked at how the findings from the abstract review related to the data on selected characteristics of the 10 programs. For example, FETPs with high abstract quality ratings also had high levels of “resident advisor engagement” (i.e., training-related interaction between trainees and the FETP’s resident advisor from CDC), a critical component of the training process and trainees’ development of requisite competencies.

The process and findings of the expert review of abstract quality were relevant to program stakeholders, and the findings were an important component of the report of results for the overall multisite evaluation. They provided a measure of the quality of one aspect of the programs and participants’ core work that helped to inform the discussions by decision makers and other stakeholders about ongoing development, planning, and implementation of the FETP model of training.

Another value of the abstract review was the review panel’s recommendations to TEPHINET about changes to the guidelines for preparing and
scoring abstracts for future TEPHINET conferences. As a result, a team of FETP experts prepared a more detailed guide to help FETP staff and trainees work through the steps of writing and reviewing abstracts to be submitted for presentations at scientific conferences. The new guide was based on the strengths, weaknesses, and other lessons learned during the consensus expert review of abstracts.

Conclusion and Implications for Evaluation Practice

Often evaluations of training programs or activities are limited or short-sighted — with many focusing their evaluation on the aspects that are easy to measure (e.g., reaction of trainees) without addressing the important outcomes of training, such as how trainees applied their new knowledge, skills, attitudes, and sense of confidence from the training. A consensus expert review of conference abstracts can usefully address at least two of the 12 checkpoints of training identified by Scriven’s (2010) *The evaluation of training: A checklist approach*: “learning” and “application.” According to Scriven, for the checkpoint “learning,” we “need evidence that participants in fact mastered (at least much of) the intended content, and acquired the intended value or attitude modifications” (p. 8). The “application” checkpoint is intended to find “whether participants appropriately used, and continued to use appropriately, what they learned from the training in their work context,” which may involve, among other factors, an “examination of work product” of a trainee (p. 10). Our experience shows that a rigorous, structured, review of scientific abstracts can provide an indication of the effect the training will have on participants’ professional knowledge and work and how they will apply their newly acquired skill and knowledge.

Abstract reviews can provide useful evaluation information that complements data obtained from other sources and methods. At the same time, the method is “resource-efficient” in terms of costs related to the experts’ travel, time, and data collection. The panel members can review abstracts from their home or any other location via telephone, e-mail, or Internet-based communication (e.g., Skype). The method allows evaluators to use secondary data, which may significantly reduce the cost and time normally required for acquiring original data. Gaining access to conference abstracts does not seem complicated; abstracts can be obtained from conference organizers or training staff. Selecting a random sample of abstracts as we did for this multisite evaluation may significantly decrease the time and resources required for evaluating a training program while maintaining high quality for the evaluation.

One limitation to using this method is in that abstract quality was determined on the basis of a pool of abstracts submitted by trainees, but we had no way of knowing the level to which the FETP’s resident advisor reviewed the abstract or was involved in writing it. To overcome this challenge and draw the most accurate picture of the status of the program, we interpreted the findings for the abstract quality indicator with caution and triangulated the findings on abstract quality with findings from other sources and for other FETP indicators.

Obviously, the abstract reviews for training evaluation purposes will be more useful and valid when the conference organizers have clear, detailed guidelines and standards for writing and submitting abstracts and associated papers. Nevertheless, even in the absence of such guidelines, a review is helpful in judging the overall scientific rigor, common sense, and logic of the abstracts.

Especially when resources for evaluation are limited, this method is a practical, minimally intrusive, and relatively low-cost alternative to other kinds of assessment that are impractical because of inaccessible or unreliable data, prohibitive costs, or ethical issues. Perhaps such abstract reviews could also be used as a kind of “screening test” or “early warning sign” of the status of a training program’s functioning and quality or as a method of ongoing evaluation of the progress of a program. Properly customized, reviewing abstracts may prove useful for strengthening evaluation practices in diverse fields that require training, in addition to field epidemiology and public health.

Our experiences with using this approach and the resulting benefits gained seem to provide strong support for its face validity. However, more research is needed to evaluate and validate the effectiveness of abstract reviews in different evaluation contexts. Such research could also seek to explain the convergence or divergence of the results for the abstract quality, other quality indicators, and the overall training quality.
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